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Some contextual connections

‘Indigenous popular culture’
ØSeibel, Svetlana & Kati Dlaske (eds.) (forthcoming)

Indigenous Popular Culture across the Globe. Wilfrid Laurier University Press.

‘Small languages in new circumstances’ (e.g. Pietikäinen et al. 2016)

Minority languages in new media spaces (Moriarty 2014; Pietikäinen 2014;
Jones & Uribe-Jongbloed 2013; Honeycutt & Cunliffe 2010)

‘Performance era’ of minority language media policy: “the media products
and processes are fragmented, individual, bottom-up, unpredictable, and
transient” (Pietikäinen & Kelly-Holmes 2011: 61).



100 Days of Polar Night Magic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1bC5MJcBRY


Focus here

• Music video parody uploaded on YouTube

• Lifestyle blog

• I investigate the ways in which the actors challenge prevailing
stereotypes and ignorance about the Sámi - and the Sámi
language and culture - and forge new dimensions of
belonging….

• …and discuss the cultural-political-economic conditions of these
new possibilities.



Data set 1: music video parody
Ø Teaser for the TV comedy show Märät säpikkäät/Njuoska bittut

(2012 & 2013)
Ø First ‘Sámi TV comedy’ shown prime time on national Finnish TV
Ø Post-feminist ‘girl power’ (Gill 2008)
Ø Discourse of “sexy Irish” (Kelly-Holmes 2011)à Discourse of ‘sexy

Sámi’



Leivänmuruseni
’My breadcrumb’

• 400 000 views, 1 600 likes, 68 dislikes and 230 comments

• Parody of the popular song Missä muruseni on? ‘Where is my
sweetheart?’ by Jenni Vartiainen

• The parody version entitled Leivänmuruseni ‘My breadcrumb’;
muru ‘crumb’ and ‘sweetheart’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EO0p_U1w89A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3Xfih67nGI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EO0p_U1w89A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3Xfih67nGI


The performance

LOISTAVA!! :)
‘BRILLIANT!! :)’

Ei voi olla parempi, lisää tällaisia <3
‘Cannot be better, more of these <3’

tää on ihan helevetin hiano!
‘This is damn great!’

Huomattavasti parempi kuin alkuperäinen versio.
‘Much better than the original version.’

hyvä tyttäret, tämä on paras..
’god girls, this is best’

parempi kuin Jenni
’better than Jenni’



The performers

Upea ääni tytöillä
‘The girls got great voices’

...tytöt laulaa kauniist'..
’…the girls sing beautifully…’

tytöt ovat löytäneet hienon sauman, tykkään tosi paljon.....onnea tytöt
’these girls have found a greata niche, I like very much…..congratulations girls’

Nämä tytöt on laittanut useammanki opiskelemaan Saamenkieltä, ja silmän ruokaa vielä useammalle.
Kiitos tytöille!
These girls have made many learn the Sámi language, and given feast for the eye for even more.
Thank you, girls!’

nättejä muijia, vois lähtee lappii asumaan ;)
’cute chicks, one could move to Lapland’

i'd hit that
(English in the original)

pantavan näkösii otuksii...
’fuckable looking creatures’

Kyllä mä pistäisin molempia porontaljan päällä, nuotion loimussa.
I’d well hit both on a reindeer skin by a campfire



Sámi language

Saamen kieli on kyllä kauniin kuullosta vaikka en siitä mitään ymmärräkkää :)
‘Sámi language does sound beautiful although I don’t understand any of it’

Kertokaa mistä voisin oppia saamea! Muualta kuin yliopistosta
‘Tell me where I could learn Sámi! Other than university’

Nämä tytöt on laittanut useammanki opiskelemaan Saamenkieltä
’These girls have made many learn the Sámi language’

Oiskoha tähän lyriikoita saatavana?? :DD Halluis ihtekkin opetella tuota jylhää, kaunista kieltä <3
‘ Are there lyrics available to this?? :DD Would like to learn myself that grand, beautiful language <3’

hauska ja saame mahtavan kuulosta!
’funny and Sámi sounds grand!’

Onpa saamen kieli kaunis :)
’Sámi language is beautiful :)’



Data set 2: lifestyle blog

’Sallamaria’s’ lifestyleblog 2013-2016
Ø altogether 47 postings; 135 followers



Methodological approach

Historical body ’experiences & social position’

Interaction order
Discourses in place

1. ’high’ lifestyle discourse
2. ’low’ lifestyle discourse
3. education discourse

The lifestyle blog genre

Nexus analysis (e.g. Scollon & Scollon 2004;
Pietikäinen 2015; Dlaske 2015)

Social action

‘challenging the prevailing stereotypes of and ignorance about the Sámi’



’High’ lifestyle discourse



’Low’ lifestyle discourse
Hello! Hrr... It’s cold up here! Yesterday I went with my family to the Norwegian side, to Karasjok, to watch a Sámi
performance and after that around 7 pm it was only 0 degrees. The performance was really good, the actors
were good and on top of that they were particularly good at joiking (joik = Sámi national anthem [sic]).
Yesterday, I woke up as usual at weekends, slowly, I lay in bed and read some magazines, watched an extra
episode of Life for a Child [a charity pop concert] and after a long time I went for a run of almost 9 kilometers. I
find that it already smells a little bit like winter here and looking at the red socks I’m wearing today reminded me
so much of Christmas that I even sang some Christmas carols at school today, haha! Today, it was an ordinary
school day, nothing special. Tomorrow I’m heading for a dance class to a completely new place, I’ll start going to
a class about 100 km away from here, we’ll see what it’s going to be like there. It’s so cool to get to dance with
an instructor again after such a long time!
On Saturday, I came back from our school trip to Pulmankijärvi, happy, but at the same time very tired. We spent
from Thursday to Saturday there, and it was really so much fun! On the trip I took more than 600 pics, stayed
awake more than enough, laughed till I cried, ate an awful lot of delicious things, slept on a narrow mattress
with a friend outside on a balcony and saw a living flounder for the first time in my life. They had planned an
awfully big programme for the trip, we didn’t manage to do even half of it, but it didn’t matter. We popped into
a grocery store in Nuorgam before going to Pulmankijärvi and into a small store that sells clothes and shoes,
among other things. It’s pretty funny, but they sell Converse shoes even this far north!
I managed to drop my iphone from a height of about one metre right onto stony asphalt, huh. Luckily, it only got
one scratch, and that was on the protective cover and not on the phone itself. Amazingly enough, nothing worse
happened! Pulmankijärvi was in such lovely natural surroundings and where we stayed was really good,
beautiful all round about.*

* If not mentioned otherwise, all excerpts from the data are in Finnish in the original.
Emphasis in the text by KD



Education discourse

Hi there! I’ve been thinking for some time about a topic to post about, but haven’t had any ideas. Now, however, with so many
things to do, I’ve decided to come and make this posting a little bit more special, namely, to write about my Sáminess. Not all
Finns even know who the Sámi are and what the Sámi language is like. In this posting, I’ll talk about myself and my Sáminess.

I am Sámi on my father’s side, Finnish on my mother’s side. I’m very proud of my roots, although I haven’t always been. At
some point I was ashamed of being Sámi because my then friend and I wanted to forget the whole language. Nowadays I
openly and quite soon say to new acquaintances too that I come from Lapland, I am Sámi and go to a Sámi-medium school.
Usually, people can’t tell that someone is a Sámi person. Sámi people don’t look very different from Finns, except that Sámi are
often shorter. At least in my case people have accepted the Sáminess very well, many have seen it as cool and have wanted to
hear about the language straightaway. Some of my friends, on the other hand, hide their Sáminess as far as possible and many
of them have also come across people who have something against the Sámi. I think it’s funny that some people say the Sámi
have come onto the Finns’ lands when in fact it’s quite the other way round.

I love the Sámi national dresses! They are just so incredibly nice and nowadays you can make them look just however you
want. For women, a gákti (the so-called “dress” of the Sámi national dress) made of dark blue baize with a red hem is the so
called “traditional choice”, but nowadays one also finds gáktis made even of lace or velvet. Usually the confirmation gákti and
the wedding gákti are so important that they are very well and carefully planned. I would have liked my confirmation gákti to
be turquoise with a white hem, but nice turquoise baize is hard to find so I ended up with a slightly lighter shade than the
traditional blue one. Personally, I’m very satisfied with my confirmation outfit! My confirmation gákti can be seen in the upper
pictures.

Sáminess shows to some extent in my everyday life and also in my hobbies. I sing and play mostly in Sámi, I dance to Sámi
language music, I act in Sámi and draw pictures related to Sáminess. I’ve been asked many times whether I feel more Sámi or
Finnish. I am not more or less one or the other, but both equally. Sáminess is nevertheless a very big part of me, now and
always.



Comments on the post Me and Saminess

Aivan huippupostaus! Olisin kiinnostunu kuulemaan vielä lisää:--)
Top posting! I’d be interested to hear more:--)

Tosi mielenkiintoinen postaus, sain ihan uuden käsityksen saamelaisuudesta! :)
’Really interesting posting, I got a whole new idea of Sáminess!’

Oho, ihan älyttömän mielenkiintoinen postaus!:>
Voisit kertoa vielä lisää.. mä en saamelaisista oikeastaan tiedä paljon mitään, ja
mielenkiinto heräsi tosi vahvasti. Siistiä!! :)
‘Wow, incredibly interesting posting!:> You could tell more.
Really I know hardly anything about the Sámi, and this really roused my interest. Cool!! :)’



Conclusions

• Minority languages and their speakers are often attached the label of backward, old
fashioned and unglamorous (e.g. Moriarty 2011; Edwards & Pritchard Newcombe 2005).

• Music video parody and lifestyle blog media genres that can provide langue and ethnic
minorities not only with a voice but also with a (new) face

• Both media performances evoked positive affective investments in Sámi language;
admiration and interest; association with ’cool’ and ’trendy’ (cf. e.g. Pietikäinen & Moriarty
2011)

• ’Coolness’ of these linguistic and identity performances at least partly conditional on the
fact that the actors draw on ’sexiness’ and consumerism as fundamental signifying
elements

→ The examination throws into relief also ideological entanglements that condition the
gendered attention economy in the contemporary media industry and thereby also  the
presence of small languages and their speakers in new media spaces in the performance
era.



kati.dlaske@jyu.fi
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